41. Scale to Measure Attitude of woman research scholar towards the use of computer for their empowerment.


Statements

1. I am sure that Computer affinity accelerates woman scholars to know various job opportunities. (+)
2. I think that inclination with computer is bad activity for woman scholars. (-)
3. I accept that Computer affinity helps woman scholars to develop overall personality. (+)
4. I don’t think any woman scholar can reach on the top with the help of computer. (-)
5. I believe Computer affinity gives confidence to woman scholars to be a good research manager. (+)
6. I feel that computer demoralizes woman scholars at work. (-)
7. I consider that Computer affinity is a need of hours for woman scholars to be a good value addition processor of agricultural product. (+)
8. I believe that each woman scholar should learn computer. (+)
9. The computer motivates woman scholars in self-learning. (+)
10. The computer improves the quality of work. (+)

Value of Reliability: 0.94